NEW GENERATION OF INTEGRATION
ESCAPECITY.PL

inteGRAtion:
Jump to the next level.
We offer fascinating entertainment
of the new generation. Our games
combine personalized quests with
a technology.
Poland’s first urban game with
Augmented Reality (AR) – explore
Cracow with your team.
During an integration you will find
objects that come alive if you use
proper software.
Each team will get an iPad and
necessary equipment to accomplish
the mission. The strength is in your
team!

YOUR BENEFITS:
Competition, fun and emotions, but also a great dose of
solid knowledge about your company or a new product
ideally included in the scenario.
Unforgettable teambuilding (by motivating and rewarding
for the effects we create loyalty).
During treasure hunting you can find out who is the leader
to propose new professional challenges.
Smartly surprise your key partners and employees
providing them engaging free time activity. This is a FIVE
STARS entertainment.

outdoor
escape game
Story:
The world is in great danger. Only
excellent agents, well equipped and
open to challenges can save humanity.
There are only two conditions: they
have to work closely together and ...
have fun!
See what can wait for you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_co
ntinue=132&v=_zHegxNIfL0
Krakow:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmc9
cecnRuw&t=3s
Duration: 2 h
Location: Krakow

escape game
à la table!
Story:
Operation London has begun! The
field agents set off on a mission ... but
wait a minute! In this action, to be
successful, support is needed.
And here you are : exquisite MI6
analysts! Organize quickly and join the
action! Cooperation in this mission is
essential. Good luck ,over and out!
Duration: 1 h + 10 min introduce rules
Place: Krakow
Group: each team has iPad with game

Who is behind this?
Gamescape is a pioneer on escape rooms and urban
EscapeCity games. Experienced and creative team
works in entertainment industry since 9 years to trigger
the WOW effect. Oh yeah! And both during the project
and after.
Dedicated assistant, full service and attentive listening
will save your valuable time. Over 16,000 people
passed through our escape rooms (data for March
2019). We have created games for companies and
institutions such as:

CLIENT ABOUT US:
„Great event to mobilize team around
common goals not related to work. It
helped to create different types of
relationships between peers, which should
be beneficial at work as well.
People like using the iPad and having on
line game with enigma (with 3 people to
support the teams and guide them). It was
really energizing and fun.
The location (boat on the river) was great:
dedicated to the game, possibility to have
drinks and dinner as well after the game.”
Catherine Estrade | EMEA OTR Manager |
Diagnostics, Perkin Elmer France
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